The American Nurse: Film Presentation and Panel Discussion

Presented by Utah Nurses Association (UNA), Utah Action Coalition for Health (UACH), Utah Organization of Nurse Leaders (UONL) and the University of Utah College of Nursing

WHAT

The American Nurse Project aims to elevate the voice of nurses in this country by capturing their personal stories through photography and film. In early 2012, photographer Carolyn Jones and her team began a journey across the United States, recording the unique experiences of nurses at work.

WHEN

Thursday, April 21, 2016
5:30pm: Social
6:00pm: Film presentation with panel discussion to follow

WHERE

University of Utah College of Nursing, Annette Poulson Cumming Building
2nd Floor Eccles Auditorium
10 South 2000 East, Salt Lake City, UT

RSVP

Email janzell.tutor@nurs.utah.edu or call (801) 581-5109 by Friday, April 8, 2016